


Why Should I Choose 
Stewart Title of Austin?

Financial Strength and Ratings:
We are owned by Stewart Title, one of the nation’s largest title insurance companies, with assets over $1
billion. When you work with our team of underwriters, you can have peace of mind that your real estate
investment has the protection it needs from a company with real financial strength. 

RISK MANAGEMENT:
Stewart has a staff of experienced
underwriters as well as a local Escrow
Operations Manager that can provide
assistance resolving any objections to title,
document preparation and hands-on
management of difficult transactions.

EXPERIENCE:
Our escrow staff averages over 20 years of
experience and we have some of Austin’s
most seasoned abstractors and 
examiners at our land title plant, also
averaging over 20 years of experience.

SERVICE:
We’ve built our success one customer at a
time by providing a higher level of service and
proficiency to all parties involved in the
closing process. Stewart Title of Austin is big
enough to serve you and small enough to
know you. 

TECHNOLOGY:
It is our commitment to keep up with the 
changes in technology and provide the 
most up-to-date tools in the industry. That’s 
why the “Tools and Resources” section of 
our website has been developed to equip 
real estate professionals with the proper 
tools for working more efficiently. All of this, 
with the convenience of 24-hour access.

LOCATIONS:
With convenient locations throughout the 
Central Texas region, we’re only a step away 
and ready to serve you. Go to stewart.com/
austin to learn more.
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Fire insurance protects you against losses from fire. Collision insurance guards you against
the cost of a damaged car. Theft insurance – well, you get the idea. Title insurance protects
your title to real estate that you are about to acquire. To understand why title protection is
essential, we need to consider real estate for a moment.

Title Insurance
What is it For and How Does it Work?

YOUR OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE 
Real estate is so basic a form of wealth that 
many special laws have been enacted to protect
ownership of land and the buildings which stand 
on the land. You should realize whenever you buy
property that the owner who is selling it to you
has extremely strong rights as do his family and
heirs. There may also be others, in addition to the
owner, who have “rights” in the property you are
going to buy, perhaps governmental bodies or
contractors, for example. Some of the things a
title search uncovers are previous owners,
easements, and many other court actions or
recorded documents which can affect title to real
estate.

PROTECTING YOU AGAINST HIDDEN RISKS
Protection against loss from covered claims on
real estate which cannot be discovered by
examination of the public records is another part
of the benefit which Stewart Title of Austin
provides. For example, the title to the home,
which you have paid for and for which you have
received a deed, could be threatened or lost by
circumstances, such as forgery, confusion due to
similar names or error in the records.

Defending your title, in court if necessary, at 

Bearing the cost of settling the claim if it
proves valid, in order to perfect your title and
keep you in possession of your property

HOW A TITLE INSURANCE POLICY PROTECTS
YOU
If a claim is made against your title as covered by
your policy, Stewart Title protects you by:

      our expense

SUMMARY
Owner’s title insurance provides a guarantee that 
the insured will suffer no loss by reason of a
covered claim to or attack on the title.

AND YOU ONLY PAY ONCE
Unlike other forms of insurance, the original 
premium is your only cost for as long as you own 
the property. There are no annual payments to
keep your owner’s title insurance policy in effect.
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Start Here – Contract Executed

Buyer’s LenderTitle Company

Examiner/abstractor
does a title search*

Commitment to  
issue title insurance

Send critical dates list to 
real estate agents

Obtain and send resale 
certificate if applicable

Send title commitment

Set closing date

Title company provides 
documents to the  

buyer’s lenders

Prepare settlement 
statement

Abstract plant and 
tax department

Loan application 
process begins**

Information gathered 
and packaged

Loan submitted for approval

Review survey

Issue closing disclosure to 
the buyer

Issue closing instructions to 
title and send loan 

documents

Loan approved

Review commitment

Credit history appraisal – 
verification of employment  

(current and previous) 
and sufficient funds to close

Funding and recording

Obtain and send 
survey and T-47,  

if using

Provide marital status 
and payoff information

Review commitment  
with sellers Review commitment

REALTOR® Seller

Closing

Title search includes:
X Search history of property – owner of record, liens
X Clouds on title – documents filed by legal description
X Search of buyer and seller – liens, lawsuits, divorces, probates, 

documents filed by person’s name, no property description

Loan application process includes:
X Verification of buyer’s income, stability, credit, assets to close
X Confirmation of property’s value (the appraisal)
X Some lenders order the appraisal and send 

with closing instructions to the title company

From Contract To Close
The Seller’s Steps To Closing

Closer receipts contract 
(deposits earnest money/

option fee) and sends copy 
of contract to all parties











7 Steps To A 
Smooth Closing 

For the Seller 

1. Existing Lien Holders

As soon as possible, please provide your closing

officer with the name of your existing lien holder(s).

along with their address and phone number. We

will also need the loan numbers.

2. Homeowners' Association

We need contact information for the management

company as early in the transaction as possible.

Delivery of homeowners' association

documentation is often time sensitive.

3. Existing Survey

If the buyers and sellers have agreed to use an

existing survey at closing, Stewart Title must review

the survey prior to closing and receive verification

from the sellers that no improvements have been

made since the date of the survey.

4. Social Security Numbers

We will need the Social Security number of all the

property owners for tax reporting, and because

the lender may require Social Security numbers for

payoff information.

5. Identification

Don't forget to bring your driver's license or other

U.S. issued form of official picture ID to closing.

6. Wiring Information

Upon funding of the transaction, we will be glad

to wire your proceeds into your account. Please

provide us with your bank account information if

you choose to have your funds wired.

7. Reimbursements

All bills for inspections, repairs or other items to

be paid at closing must be provided to us prior

to closing.

AVOID COMMON CLOSING DELAYS: 

► If you will not be present at closing to sign

documents and intend to use a power of

attorney, you must provide the original power

of attorney to your closing officer prior to

closing for approval and recording of the

document. (The lender will also need to

approve the power of attorney.) On the day of

closing, we will need to contact you and verify

that you have not revoked the power of

attorney.

► If you are unable to attend the closing and

will sign the papers by overnight mail, please

provide Stewart Title with the forwarding

address, including ZIP code. Also, please

provide us with a contact number in case we

need to reach you. You will need to sign the

papers in front of a notary. We will provide you

with a return overnight mail packet. Please

send the signed and notarized closing papers

back to us the same day you receive them.

H�stewart 
- --TITLE-- 
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In real estate, buyers buy space. The more space you’re able to show, whether it be living or storage space, 
the more you’re able to ask for your house. Unfortunately, that’s easier said than done. Many people are 
packrats. Rooms have too much furniture and you’ll find stuff jammed in every nook and cranny. There’s 
little space for walking sometimes, much less for living. Decluttering is the process of reclaiming the space 
in your house from years of accumulation.

TAKE INVENTORY AND CATEGORIZE
Go through each room of the house and focus  
on one area at a time. Separate items into these 
three categories:

Trash
 ► Expired food and medications
 ► Dated newspapers and magazines
 ► Broken items that can’t be easily fixed

Donate/Sell
Consider donating items that are in good condition 
but of no further use to you. Another option 
is selling them on websites such as Facebook 
Marketplace, LetGo or Craigslist.

 ► Clothing, shoes and accessories that are out of
style or no longer fit

 ► Electronics that have been replaced: old
computers, TVs, stereo equipment, phones, etc.

Keep
Take this category very seriously. Ask yourself the 
following questions and answer them honestly:

 ► Do you know what it does?
 ► Did you even remember that you have it?
 ► Have you used it since your last move?

If you answered ‘no’ to any of these questions, then 
you should consider moving the item to one of the 
other piles.

RESTORE ROOMS TO CORE FUNCTIONS
Give the rooms a functional identity and return 
them to their original intended use. For example, 
if your living room is doubling as an exercise room, 
change it back to a living room. When the rooms are 
in disarray with mixed functions, buyers will likely 
think the design of your house isn’t laid out very well 
or worse, they’ll think a room is missing altogether.

DEPERSONALIZE
You want your buyers to visualize themselves 
living in your house, not you living in it. Personal 
artifacts are distracting so you have to put them 
away – photographs, souvenirs, trophies, medals, 
certificates, posters, religious items and family 
heirlooms.

PACK FOR MOVING
Once you’ve thrown away all the junk, returned 
other people’s things, donated all the stuff you 
don’t need and returned the rooms to their core 
functions, the house will feel a whole lot lighter 
and spacious. Create even more space by packing 
overstocked, seasonal or rarely used items. Store 
the boxed items in an offsite storage location or in a 
corner of the attic, basement or crawlspace.

Prepare Your House for Sale
Declutter and Reclaim Useful Space
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Boost Your Home’s Value Through Affordable

Home Improvement Projects



Projects that can make life in a current home more enjoyable in the short-term and pay  
big dividends for the homeowners when the time comes to sell the home.

Ways to Add Value to Your Home Without Breaking Your Bank

1. Create or Update a Home Office Space
People are working out of the home more and more these 
days. A home office space is no longer a luxury but a necessity. 
Convert an attic, unused den or old office into an inviting work 
sanctuary with windows, a fresh coat of paint and built-in 
shelving. You’ll be sure to reap the rewards.

2. Increase the Amount of Usable Space
Any time you can add square footage and living space to your 
home, it’s a win. Build an attractive sunroom or deck onto the 
back of the house. The creation of more living space makes 
life more enjoyable for a current homeowner and adds an 
appealing selling feature for the future. Projects that increase 
value center around creating flex rooms such as mother-in-law 
suites, upstairs laundry rooms or playrooms.

3. Make Necessary Home Updates
Let a future buyer know that you have taken really good care of 
the house. Make updates as necessary to the following:

 ► Replace outdated carpet with low-maintenance flooring, 
such as hardwood or tile. This will appeal to buyers of all ages.

 ► Replace or repair a shabby roof. If the roof is plain, flat and 
turning green in the corners, people will look at it and see 
major problems that could affect the inside of the house.

 ► Replace old windows. In the average house, 30% of its 
energy is lost through windows. Installing new windows 
will save money on energy bills, freshen up the look of the 
house and possibly give it that cutting edge needed to sell.

 ► Think about small changes you can make that won’t require 
spending a ton of money. Remove outdated wallpaper and 
paint the wall a neutral color. Replace existing items like 
appliances and hardware. Add new light fixtures and you’ve 
got a great-looking, updated space!

 ► Refresh old siding. People usually judge a book by its 
cover, so old siding sets the tone for expectations of what 
potential buyers will find inside the house.

4. Liven Your Landscape
Create a place to entertain outside. Build a deck or patio 
area with decorative flooring and comfortable furniture. Add 
nighttime ambiance with elegant lighting. Plant drought-
tolerant plants and add a splash of color using brightly colored, 
seasonal flowers. For your own enjoyment, install a hammock or 
chaise loungers for basking in the sun or shaded relaxation. How 
could a buyer resist a paradise outside their own back door?

5. Remodel an Outdated Kitchen
Studies have shown that more activity takes place in the kitchen 
than any other room in the house. Remodeling the kitchen will 
not only personalize a home, it will also increase the value of it 
if the remodeling is done well and correctly. Consider adding 
recessed lighting, quartz for the counter tops, or re-finish the 
cabinet fronts. New stainless appliances and new flooring also 
help provide an updated vibe.

6. Renovate an Existing Bathroom
Update an outdated bathroom by creating his-and-her areas 
with separate sinks or add a skylight to bring in valuable 
natural light. An updated bathtub and tile are also good ideas. 
Breathe new life into the space by installing new fixtures, linens 
and accessories.

7. Add a Splash of Color
Adding a fresh coat of paint is an easy, inexpensive way to 
dramatically change the look of your home. Don’t be afraid 
to hire a color specialist or professional painter if you’re not 
confident in your taste and skill. It’s best to stick to neutral 
colors to appeal to the majority of potential buyers 

8. Spruce Up the Garage
Create a work area in the garage. Adding a work bench to the 
garage provides a space to store and organize tools, along with an 
area to work on special home improvement projects. To add more 
storage space, install a simple hanging storage wall system. Paint 
the walls and maybe even the floor. Be proud of your garage and 
show it off as a very usable space in the home.

9. Pay Attention to Exterior Mildew
Remove mildew from your home’s exterior and prevent it 
from coming back. Start by using a garden sprayer and a 
mildewcide, which kills mildew without harming your siding, 
shrubs or grass. Once the mildew is dead, prevent it from 
coming back by using a mold and mildew proof paint.

10. Bump Out to a Bay or Bow Window
Bay and bow windows add instant visual interior and exterior 
appeal to homes. The extended area adds space for a window 
seat while bringing more light into the room.

Remodeling Cost vs. Value
Get the most up-to-date information about the 

relationship between remodeling costs and resale value. 
The website below compares national and regional 

averages for 21 popular remodeling projects. You can also 
download a PDF with project data for 149 U.S. markets. 

remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-value/2018
Sources: HGTV Online | hgtv.com, Consumer Reports | consumerreports.org

http://remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-value/2018
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Home Improvement Myths
“Any Remodel is a Good One” - Some people think that any improvement is a good one but not all home 
improvements are created equal. When making renovations, keep in mind that you might want to sell the place 
one day and a potential buyer may not have the same hobbies and taste as you. For example, adding a concert hall 
to a ranch-style home could be considered an overly customized remodel when selling the home. Unless the next 
homeowner is also a musician, he or she may not want such a dedicated space in the house.

“I Can Do It All Myself” - Doing it yourself may possibly save money but you need to know your limits. Don’t be afraid to 
ask for help. There are certain low-risk projects that are very simple to tackle on your own but there are many others for 
which you need a professional. Call around, get estimates and always consider what your time is worth.

“Pools Add Value” - Many people think that adding a swimming pool or hot tub is a money-maker when selling a 
house. That’s not always the case. In some regions, adding a pool can be a scary proposition due to climate conditions 
and liability issues. Pools and hot tubs can also become a time-consuming money pit. Often, the pros of adding this 
luxury are outweighed by the cons due to the large amount of maintenance required in the off-season. 

“Follow the Latest Design Trends” - Many homeowners think it’s a good idea to follow the latest design trends. This is 
not always true, as decorating trends come and go. Instead, go for a more timeless feel. Neutral colors or palettes will 
appeal to far more people when it comes time to sell.

Source: HGTV Online, hgtv.com

Save money and improve home performance using an effective 
strategy. First, target your home’s envelope: walls, attic, windows 
and doors. Then, improve the energy efficiency of systems, such 
as heating, cooling, lighting and appliances. Schedule an energy 
audit for more expert advice on your home as a whole. To access 
a list of certified ECAD auditors in your area, visit bit.ly/2Qlzwaq.

Make sure your walls and attic are well insulated.
Effective insulation slows the rate that heat flows out of the 
house in winter or into the house in summer, so less energy is 
required to heat or cool the house.

Upgrade or replace windows.
According to energystar.gov, replacing windows will save 7-24% 
of your heating and air conditioning bills.

Plant shade trees and shrubs around your house.
In summer, the foliage blocks infrared radiation that would 
warm the house, while in winter, the bare branches let this 
radiation through.

Replace incandescent bulbs with light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs) or compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs).
CFLs can save 75% of the electricity used by incandescents. 
Most people don’t think about the fact that the electricity to 
run a light bulb costs much more than the bulb itself. A new 
CFL costs around $2 but it lasts 10,000 hours and uses only 
about 27 watts to generate as much light as a 50-cent, 100-watt 
incandescent bulb that lasts around 1,000 hours. LEDs offer a 
longer bulb life with similar utility savings.

More Energy-Efficient Home
Affordable Upgrades for a  “Home improvement projects always equate to 

increasing the value of your house. Whether you’re 
replacing an old dishwasher with a newer, energy-
efficient model or simply adding crown moulding 
to a bedroom, every activity you do means you’re 

investing in the future of your home.”

- Don Zeman, Homefront with Don Zeman

Comparison Between Traditional Incandescents, CFLs and LEDs
60W Incandescent 15W CFL 12W LED

Energy $ Saved (%) - ~75% ~75-80%

Annual Energy 
Cost* $4.80 $1.20 $1.00

Bulb Life 1000 hours 10,000 hours 25,000 hours

*Based on 2 hrs/day of usage at an electricity rate of 11 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Replace old thermostats with a programmable option.
This appeals to millennials, who appreciate the ease of a 
product that allows them to control the climate on their 
smartphone.

Take advantage of home improvement tax incentives.
For details, visit energy.gov/savings/search.

Source: U.S. Green Building Council’s Green Home Guide 
greenhomeguide.com

Source: energy.gov

https://bit.ly/2Qlzwaq
http://energy.gov/savings/search
https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/save-electricity-and-fuel/lighting-choices-save-you-money/how-energy-efficient-light


WHY IT MATTERS

With all the excitement involved in selling a home, it’s easy to overlook another important 
matter: safety. Thefts and attacks, while not common occurrences, do happen. The following 
tips will help ensure the safety of your home and your family throughout the selling process:

STEPS TO SAFE SELLING EXPERIENCE

SECURING YOUR SAFETY 
WHEN SELLING YOUR HOME

© 2019 Stewart.  
All rights reserved.  |  325111867

1 Ask your real estate agent to check visitors’ identities. Make it clear that you do not 
want anyone in your home whose identity has not been confirmed.

2 Remove or secure in a safe all items to which visitors should not have access. 
This includes keys, jewelry and electronics; credit cards, cash, bills and anything 
featuring your social security number; weapons, such as firearms and knives; family 
photos or anything labeled with a name; and calendars and reminders

3 Be smart with open houses. Request that all visitors sign a guest book and enter and 
leave through only one door. Ask the agent to accompany visitors who wish to view the 
garage or back yard and to make sure windows and doors remain locked. 

4 Handle unexpected visitors with caution. If a visitor shows up without an 
appointment, do not open the door under any circumstance. Kindly ask that he or she 
call the agent to make an appointment for another time.

5 Beware of any stranger claiming to be a buyer’s agent. If a person claiming to 
be a buyer’s agent shows up unannounced, contact your agent to confirm the 
appointment, and then ask them to open the lockbox on your door. Only agents  
have access to lockboxes.

325111867 BCF Safety for Sellers Flyer-REV2-contact.indd   1 6/3/19   2:11 PM

When selling your home, never allow your desire to be polite or to sell your home put 
you at risk. Taking a few precautionary steps will help ensure the great home-selling 
experience you deserve.

For more information on personal safety during the 
home-selling process, visit stewart.com/safety



stewart.com/austin

Turning Closings into Beginnings!

Convenient Central Texas Locations
6th and Lamar
524 N. Lamar Blvd.
Ste. 200 
Austin, TX 78703 
(512) 472-8421 main 
(512) 478-6038 fax

Barton Oaks
901 S. MoPac Expy. 
Bldg. III, Ste. 100 
Austin, TX 78746 
(512) 472-9231 main 
(512) 472-3101 fax

Steck and Mopac
8200 N. Mopac Expy.
Ste. 100 
Austin, TX 78759 
(512) 795-8434 main 
(512) 795-9062 fax

Lake Travis – 620
1313 Ranch Rd. 620 S.
Ste. 101 
Lakeway, TX 78734 
(512) 263-5651 main 
(512) 263-5800 fax

Round Rock – City Centre 
559 S. IH-35 
Ste. 300 
Round Rock, TX 78664 
(512) 582-4900 main 
(512) 857-1148 fax

Cedar Park - Quest Pkwy
(temporary space)
900 Quest Parkway
Ste. B
Cedar Park, TX 78613
(512) 254-7675

TRUST OUR TEAM TO GUIDE YOU
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
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